
Redefine  Spaces  with  Dilshan
Drapers

Discover a collection of window treatments and contemporary funiture at Dilshan
Drapers.

A world of luxury greets the visitor upon entering the elegant and warmly
lit flagship store of Dilshan Drapers.

Words Tatiyana Welikala. 

Photographs provided by Dilshan Drapers.

Located along the bustling street in Nawala, Dilshan Drapers offers an exclusive
range of bespoke designs in curtain fabrics, window blinds, furniture, lighting,
textiles, and outdoor decorations. With over 20 years of experience, the renowned
family business specializes in custom window decor and provides expert advice in
rediscovering interior spaces.
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Sofa collections of pastel hues complement the chic ambience of the store while
statement  chandeliers  glitter  over  designer  furniture.  Crystal  and  marble
decorative centerpieces placed atop stylish coffee tables and floor lamps around
the store exemplify the luxury standards. Rich drapery wrapped around racks is
only a small selection of fabric that is yet to be discovered at Dilshan Drapers.

The first floor is dedicated to curtains with intricate and versatile designs that are
pleated artfully. Printed cushion covers add a pop of color to the soft tones of the
contemporary sofas and fabric chairs arranged throughout the space. For a well-
dressed window, a variety of blinds are assembled into a designated shelf space to
attract onlookers. Visitors can draw inspiration from the stylistically arranged
store to beautify their homes.

Particularly  for  windows,  Dilshan Drapers  aspires  to  be  innovative  and offer
unique products to their discerning clientele. The Scented Curtain is a fabric that
emanates  a  fragrance  and  includes  a  mosquito  repellent  embedded  in  the
material as well. Recently, the company introduced the first automated curtain
rail in Sri Lanka, known as the Smart Curtain. The motorized fitting operates via



a mobile app, remote control or simple hand gesture when required to draw a
curtain.  Suede  leather  is  another  novel  concept  introduced  in  furniture
upholstery. This is a guilt-free fabric with a natural leather appeal and is used for
pillowcases, cushion covers, sofas, chairs and bed heads.

For customers who prefer  more color  in  their  interior  décor,  the third floor
features vibrant curtains and bright cushion chairs to create a lively atmosphere.
A selection of curtain rail displays enhance the luxury lifestyle concept.

On weekends,  the rooftop terrace is  converted into  an open-air  store  where
outdoor furniture collections are arranged on synthetic grass, which is a product
offered  by  Dilshan  Drapers  so  that  customers  can  gain  a  visual  shopping
experience.

Dilshan Drapers provides a customer-oriented service, enabling their clientele to
select exclusive products to decorate their homes in a unique style. The myriad of
window solutions and home décor at Dilshan Drapers are handcrafted by Sri
Lankan artisans, thus, translating their passion into each interior feature.

Dilshan Drapers

334, Nawala Road, Rajagiriya

(+94 11) 280 7874

dilshandrapers.com

sales@dilshandrapers.com

Opening hours: 8.30am to 6.30pm

(Monday – Saturday)
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